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About This Game

Dark Quest 2 is a turn based RPG inspired by legendary board game Hero Quest. The game features a party based system where
you control a group of heroes, an isometric hand-drawn art style, dice based mechanics and much more.

Each map is designed to take you through an adventure that will test your party's strength, courage and sanity as you go deeper
and deeper into the castle in search for the chambers of the evil sorcerer.

Features

Single-Player Campaign: Play a story driven campaign that takes you through a series of adventure on your epic quest
to defeat the evil sorcerer.

Map Editor: Create new adventures and distribute them through steamworks

Multiplayer: Play together with your friends and complete the campaign cooperatively!

Turn Based Mechanics: Every turn each of your heroes in your party can take one single action. Play wise and
carefully or fall captive in the eternal prison of the sorcerer.

Skull of Fate: In the darkest dungeons of the castle, when left with no hope your last and only way out will be to roll the
skull of fate and reveal your twisted fate.
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Assemble a Party: Control a group of heroes each with their own personality and strengths. Use the unique strengths of
each character and work together to defeat the minions of the evil sorcerer.

Enter a world of fantasy and adventure: Explore twisted mazes, find hidden doors and fight bloodthirsty orcs!

Village: Stay with the old masters and learn new powers, craft new weapons and mix potions that improve the
capabilities of your heroes.

Games/Board games that inspired us:

Darkest Dungeon

Dungeon Saga

Hero Quest

Talisman

Warhammer Quest
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Title: Dark Quest 2
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Brain Seal Ltd
Publisher:
Brain Seal Ltd
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2018
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This game is a lot of fun to play, it has a ton of potential, and is constantly being updated. A lot of new content is planned and
the bugs are being fixed. This game if definitely early access, but it's totally worth it. In its current state you could get several
hours of play out of it, as I have. In the future, I can imagine spending a TON of time on it, especially as new features are added.
If you can stand a few bugs, this game is fully worth the money.. So I've played this game for a while, and here's my truly
amateurish review. The story line's need more work, cuz all I got from the first few hours playing the game was the unseen
entity known as "Dad" played a huge part in the protagonist's sanity ( or lack of ). Next, is the jumping mechanics in this game.
OMG. Please make it better. I don't really like the fact that I fear jumping to my death more than the encountering the
monsters. Overall, I give this early access version a 6/10. For what it is, I actually loved the early-2000 graphics and sound
effects, they go so well with the overall feel of the game, and I also liked the puzzle in the 2nd level. Here's my gameplay video :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yC82DWsbnT4&t=21s . Hope that helps :). I just randomly had this in my library and
decided "oh let me check this out!". Oh my lord this is such a hidden gem.. The price is a little high for content as it stands right
now but in saying that this is a very polished game with no bugs as yet. The downside and my reason for the price is its
download size is less than 600MB, You could fit this on a CD but the information on the store page says its 10GB and seeing
that encourage me to buy this (GRRRR) so lets see how much more content is planed.
I am happy with the purchase though as it is a well presented and difficult game with great visuals and sound plus that feel of
being a badass :)

Did i mention you have arms and the details and movement is perfect.

current state: 7.5\/10
potental state: 9.5\/10. Insanely fun and very enjoyable. Really brings new life to a classic genre. I'm hardly a quarter of the way
in and I'm hooked. Gameplay is fluid and fast paced and the music is amazing. 10/10.. Cute game concept that won't demand
too much time the first few times around. Predicated on series of incursions into hostile space, there is depth there, but you have
to dig through a great deal of repetition and happenstance to find it.

Likely a great lo-fi game when it came out, in this era of backlogs and expanding Steam libraries this game is unfortunately
skippable in light of newer, similar, better titles.. meh. was hoping for a total war camera view where could see the battlefield
from above, controlling events dynamically. as it was i had simpy no idea what the dickens was going on, as it was, the camera
lovingly focused on some elfs foot a lot as he got killed by some people.. It is S.T.A.L.K.E.R,a masterpiece of a game with a
strong atmosphere and a lot of eerie places and even beings that will make you question if you're having a nightmare.But no
comrade,welcome to The Zone.. All players profile , i like it :P
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One of the best WW2 games ever made. Why does this app cost money?. Kittens = Yes
Poop = Yes
Killing = Maybe?
Destruction = Yes
Spiders = Yes. This game is fun for halloween!!. There's always at least one jackass that leaves a negative review of a game. I
promise I'm not trying to be that jackass. I wanted to like this game. But... It's just not that great. It's a great concept, but poorly
executed.

The opening gives you motion sickness, as you're reading text while the background is flying by you at mach 3, and the
characters are drunkenly wobbling from side to side. (Maybe they have motion sickness too?) The controls for the flying/action
part of the game are unintuitive and clunky. Now I understand that the controls are reminiscent of a classical 2d top down flyer,
where W moves you forward, no matter what direction you are facing, but I didnt have a chance to get used to the controls, as
even the first level on "Easy" has a billion particles flying at you, trying to kill you.

Speaking of getting used to the controls, once you DO die that first time, during the flying seuyqence, you have no recourse, but
to start the entire game over from the beginning, and go through all of your choices, and click through all of the dialogue.

If this game were still in early access, then of course I would be forgiving of this. But as a final product, I would say skip this
one for now.. Really cool game!

UPDATE 10: TUNNEL VISION?:

Hi Miners. Dev Blog: Dwarf Armor Setup:
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My name is Ronnie Ree.. Vlog #3 - Where the inspiration for DRG comes from!:
Third vlog is out!

This time we talk about what have inspired us to make Deep Rock Galactic.

Go and check it out below ⬇️️!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwseYPxz-is. Closed Alpha - Update 0.3.1 is now live : Beards:

For some bizarre reason, we managed to remove the beards in the previous release. It's hard to think of a worse fate for a dwarf!
Beards should be central to this game., so we are talking about adding features, where players can customize their beards. Heck,
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maybe we'll even do procedurally generated beards some day!

Apart from getting the beards back, there are also many other improvements and fixes. You can see the list here:

Probably our most requested feature, BEARDS are in!

Dwarf outfits tweaked to match key art

Updated icons for dwarves and gear

New Status Effect and Affliction systems means we can make stuff like web slowing and fire burning effects more
easily.

The shooting spider now shoots a web that slows and impairs the vision of the player.

Flamethrower can now light enemies and the environment on fire. (not to mention other dwarves)

Improved enemy spawn systems means more dynamic enemy encounter and waves.

Improved many particle effects across the game

Added third person animations for heavy weapons and pistols.

Several weapons have had their models and skins improved.

Added angle indicator to tools that have angle restrictions.

Improved map generation speed.

A first, rough pass on the new Biome system is in. Each location will feel more unique already, though we are still only
at an early stage of implementation.

Grappling hook now has a cooldown between each use and a softer landing ...

Improved zipline grabbing, holding E while falling will ensure you grab any zipline that comes close to you.

New Flare system: you now hold up to 4 flares in your inventory, slowly regenerating over time as you use them.

Improved Enemy Pathfinder. They can now properly avoid and walk on Non-Terrain entities.

Cam shake and sound levels on drop sequence have been tweaked.

Attenuations on sounds have been tweaked, making the game less loud.

Lots of bug fixes and smaller tweaks

Added Invert Mouse Wheel and ShowHelpButtons options. Invert mouse is also saved correctly.

Fixed some weapons can shoot extra fast just after switching weapons

First pass on controller support (only tested with Xbox 360 wired):
There is currently no aim assist and no acceleration on turning or other fancy features.
NOTICE! Only gameplay is supported at present! Menus cannot yet be navigated with a controller.
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. Update 23 - Hotfix 1, 2, and 3:

Hello Hard Tried Miners,
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